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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY Z5: JQ-15’ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 

A "r as 

27 March 1975 /.5421 F: 

The Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller 
Chairman, Commission on CIA Activities (b)(3) 
Within the United States - ~ 

The White House , 

Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Vice President: - 

.

- 

Attached hereto for the Commission's records are certain details 
which update my 13 January and 27 January statements to the Ccmmission. 
As you know, the Agency has had certain of its activities under continuing 
review by its Inspector General and the updating is necessary for purposes 
of accuracy. - 

.
_ 

First, in my statanent of 13 January, I described the nature of CIA 
programs to survey and open selected mail between the U.S. and certain 
foreign countries. I said there has been no mail survey in this country 
by CIA since February 1973. For purposes of clarity, the words mail 
openings are irrore accurate than mail survey. The latter activity, i.e. , 

surveying, is not improper when falling within the proper charter of the 
Agency, and there have been a few such since that date. 

'I‘he second area concerns files on members of Congress. Over the past 
eight years, the Agency's oounterintelligence program holdings have included 
files on four members of Congress, one deceased. These files are all 
inactive. Two of 

_ 

them were destroyed in 1974-—one in October, the other 
in early December. None contained any information that originated in CIA, .- 

with the exception of (a) a travel cable from a CIA Field Station listing 
the names of Congressional participants in a conference abroad and requesting 
Headquarters guidance concerning a Station briefing for the Congressmenif it 
were to be requested; and (b) two cables regarding the holding of an inter- 
national conference which quoted foreign press comrents on the impending 
event. , 
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Surveillance of aliens was usually carried out :Ln connection with 
determining their reliability for a possible operational relationship with 
CIA. Foreign defectors were surveilled to check on their authenticity as 
defectors and, in sowe cases, to ensure their protection. .

~ 

I attach, as annexes, the changes me wish to “fiiake in my two January 
Statements to the Commission. Also attached are updated copies of the 
Statements with changes inserted and underlined. 

We will keep you advised of any further updating as may be required 
by our review, which continues.

' 

Respectfully wurs , 

' 1I€CtOI ‘ 

Attachments
V 

1. Annex A and 13‘ January Statement 
2. Annex B and 27 January Statement 

_ 
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Annex A 
l3 January Statement 

l. P. 26, first line, change Interagency to Intelligence. 
2. P. 26, fifth line, delete State.~ 
3. P. 28, fifth paragraph, change Interagency Domestic 

Intelligence Unit to Inter—Divisional Information Unit. 
4. P. 28, last paragraph, fourth line, delete inserted 

_ 

ten agents...Washington, D.C. area. Substitute: used 
ten agents to monitor the activities of dissident organ- 
izations operating in the Washington, D.C. area. The. 
monitoring involved attendance at meetings, demonstrations 
and protest marches. - 

' 

4 

_ 

r4- ~~~ 

5. P. 32, delete last paragraph on the page, beginning 
Mr. Chairman, our findings....Substitute: Mr. Chairman, 
over the past eight years, our counterintelligence pro- 
gram holdings have included files on four members of 
Congress. With the exception of one file on a deceased 
Congressman, these files are inactive. Two of them were 

V destroyed in 1974. None contained any material that 
originated in CIA, except for one travel cable and two 
cables quoting press announcements of conferences abroad.- 

6. P. 33, midepage paragraph beginning "Our internal in— ' 

vestigations...." It should be noted that CIA's con- 
tinuing review since 13 January has revealed additional 
instances of surveillance activities. Details are con—. 
tained in a classified summary (Summary Report of 
Domestic Surveillance Activity) forwarded to the Staff 
of the President's Commission on 21 March 1975. An 
addendum to this summary is currently in process. A 

7. P. 34, revise the last paragraph to read: ' “ 1-"

I 
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1 

P. 36, first paragraph, first sentence, add: or , 

that they might be involved in activities that a; 

could make them susceptible to blackmail leading,,, - 

to the disclosure of sensitive and classified :<; 
informationy 

* 

" “d t ‘“' 1 1;;v;I4;, fie‘ c - 
1_ " .»: . 

P. 36, last paragraph, line 5, change two to four.. 

P. 37, first paragraph, line 3, change two Communistt- , 

to foreign, primarily Communist. 1 
1 

p ~_;,v , 
~~ 

P. 37, first paragraph, line 6, delete sentence" _ 

beginning §One other..." and the remainder of the ~g 
paragraph. 4Substitute:' =-~' -.H*P:-1'- 1; V 

One of a limited nature took place in 1954. A 

The primary purpose of these activities was 
to identify for counterintelligence purposes 
individuals in active correspondence with :"; Ly 
Communist countries, the results being shared--q-r 

‘ with the FBI.r They also were_designed to_shed “Q 
‘light on the nature and extent of foreign 1 ;-1 
governments‘ censorship techniques and to-give 
-leads to persons (foreign and American)_who,"]~@ 

. would be interested in cooperating with CIA in_ 
foreign intelligence operations. 'In addition 
to the above, international mail passing through 
an American port was opened for a brief time in 
August 1967. I repeat there has been no mail H 
opening in this country by CIA since February 
1973. - 

- 
- .- ».‘ _. 
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“ Intelligence 
The Huston Plan was not implemented, but an/Lnteragency 

Evaluation Committee, coordinated by Mr. John Dean, the 

Counsel to the President, was established. The Committee 

was chaired by a representative of the Department of Justice 

and included representatives from CIA, FBI, DoD, State?
' 

Treasury, and NSA. Its purpose was to provide coordinated 

intelligence estimates and evaluations of civil disorders 

with CIA supplying information on the foreign aspects thereof 

Pursuant to this, CIA continued its counterintelligence 

interest in possible foreign links with American dissidents. 

The program was conducted on a highly compartmented basis. 

As is necessary in counterintelligence work, the details 

were known to few in the Agency. A’ 
V 

‘

' 

We often queried our overseas stations for information 

on foreign connections with Americans in response to FBI 

requests or as a result of our own analyses.V Most of these 

requests were for information from friendly foreign services, 

although there were instances where CIA collection was 

directed. In most cases the product of these queries was' 

passed to the FBI. . 

In the course of this program, the Agency worked 

closely with the FBI. For example, the FBI asked.the Agency 
r . 
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'abr0ad and would be initiated only in response to requests .’ 

from the FBI or in coordination with the FBI, and that any 

such information obtained as a by-product of foreign intelli- 

gence activities.would be reported to the FBI. 

In the course of this program, files were established on 

about 10,000 American citizens in the counterintelligence unit. 

About two—thirds of these were originated because oft » 

specific requests from the FBI for information on the activities 

of Americans abroad, or by the filing of reports received from 

the FBI . .

' 

The remaining third was opened on the basis of CIA 

foreign intelligence or counterintelligence information
' 

known to be of interest to the FBI. _ 

For the past several months, we have been eliminating 

material from these files not justified by CIA‘s counter- 

intelligence responsibilities, and in this process about 

1,000 such files have so far been removed from the active ~ 

index but could be reconstituted should it be required. 

_ In 1967, the Department of Justice‘established an _ 

‘lnunrnhfisflmmlIfifionmmflx1mnt 
/Eneerageney-Bonestie—Intelligense~Unit (IDIU). In May 

1970, the Department of Justice provided us with a Z 

machine—tape listing of about 10,000 Americans developed
' 

by the IDIU. The listing could not be integrated in CIA's 

files and was destroyed in March 1974.
' 

I should note that concurrent with the counterintelligence 

program beginning in 1967, the CIA Office of Security——acting 

on the basis of concern for the safety of Agency personnel and 

installations in the Washington, D.C. area—i 
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The initial responses and our review of them culminated 

in fresh policy determinations and guidance issued in August 

1973. This guidance is a matter of detail in the classified 

appendixes I will provide to this Commission. 

As I have said, Gentlemen, this review continues in 

order to insure that our activities remain proper._ ~ 

A Let me discuss our findings with respect to the press 

allegations. . 
t

. 

A 

(1) The New York Times article of December 22, 

1974 declared: ' 

l
V 

"At least one avowedly anti—war member of 

Congress was among those placed under 

surveillance by the CIA, the sources said." _ 

"Our findings are that there is no-—and to my knowledge 

never has been——survei1lance, technical or otherwise, directed 
~ \ 

against any member of Congress.. _a
g 

The New York Times article also indicated that §Other 

members of Congress were said to be included in the 

CIA's dossier on dissident Americans." g

T 

Mr. Chairman,/g::L;gi$§:§;§ggg£§§gg;(Km.GmKm?fih¢Bll3¥¥me
’ 

program.holdings have included files on four members of Congress. %§E€pf=f6?=fifie*fUTma=€ongressmam§=ee=mem%e@=eé=the 
Whth the exception of one file on a deceased Congressman, these files 
¥%%H=€6ng¥e¥€=e%ée%=eemmeaeeé=ca=%£w%an:e@¥=%&£&;~e»~ 
are inactive. Two of thEHlWEI€ destroyed in 1974. None contained 
=Uf=&fiy=Ba€€E€d%fig=éefigre§§v=ap=ts=anéwéas%%é§%§=t&e 
any material that originated in CIA,except for one travel cable and -9éth~Geng@eeev~ee=aee&eéedeie=eee=eenterintelligsnae 
two cables quoting press announcements of conferences abroad. 
¥E€§EEE5$=§§h§% _

1 

“ —- ._ _. -_ ._- ~ 
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. We do have other files on current or former members of 
Congress. These fall into categories such as ex—employees, 
some who were granted security clearances in pre—Congressional 
jobs, some who were sources or cooperated with us, some who 
appear as references in applications or security clearance 
procedures on our personnel, and some whose names were included 
in reports received from other Government agencies or developed 

course of our foreign intelligence operations. ‘ in the 

(2) The New York Times article also referred to 
"break—ins," and said no "specific information about 
domestic CIA break—ins" could be obtained. 
Our internal investigations to date have turned up a total 

of three instances, which could have been the basis for these A 

allegations. Each of the-three involved premises related to 
Agency employees or ex—employees.\ - 

.

' 

. In 1966, a new Agency employee, inspecting a Washington 
apartment he was thinking of renting, saw classified documents 
in the apartment, which was the residence of another employee. 
The new employee advised the CIA Security Office. Subsequently, 
the new employee and a security officer went to the apartment, 
were admitted as prospective renters, and removed the documents. 

The second instance occurred in 1969. A junior Agency 
employee with sensitive clearances caused security concern by 
appearing to be living well beyond his means. Surreptitious 
entry was made into his apartment in the Washington area. No 
grounds for special concern were found. 
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The third instance occurred in 1971 in the Washington 

area. An ex-employee became involved with a person believed 

to be a Cuban intelligence agent. Security suspicions were 

that the two were engaged in trying to elicit information 

from Agency employees. A surreptitious entry was made into 

the place of business occupied jointly by the two. Results 

were negative. 'An attempt to enter the suspect agent's 

apartment was unsuccessful. ~ .

- 

(3) Fhe New York Times article also referred to wire~’ 

+anc and said no specific information could be obtained 
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(H) The New York Times art‘ 
y 

icle also alleges physical 
surveillance of American citizens. 
The Agency has conducted physical s 

employees when there was reason to believe that they might 

_he passing information to hostile intelli
1 

1This was done on rare occasions, and in recent years only 
three times -- in 1968, 1971, and 1972. in 1971 and 1972, 
physical surveillance wasx 

H
‘ 

urveillance on our 

gence services. or flxn;they 

also employed against K] 
we had clear indications that 

they were receiving classified information witho 

tion, and the surveillance effort was designed to identify 
the sources of the leaks-‘ ' 

_ 

Also, in 1971 and 1972, a long—standing 01A eeuree -- 

a foreigner visiting in the US ~— told us of a plot to kill 
the Vice President and kidnap the CIA Directori We alerted 

the Secret Service and the FBI and we carried out physical 
_four ' 

‘ 

ii 
1 _i i 

surveillance in/two American cities. The surveillance came 
to involve Americans who were thought to be part of_thei 

plot —— and the mail of one suspect was opened and read. 

*hdght be involved in activities that could make them susceptible to blackmail leading to the disclosure of sensitiv ' ' ' e and classified information. 
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(5)9 The New York Times article also refers‘ 

to "surreptitious inspection of mail." 

From 1953 until February 1973,-CIA conducted several 

programs to survey and open selected mail between the United. 
to foreign, primarily Cqmmunist ' 

_ . _ States and/Eee=Qeeaeeeee countries. dne occurred in a US city. 

from 1953 to February 1973, when it was terminated. One took
y 

place during limited periods in one other area in November 
A A- 

_ 
Onecflfa.lfiMiedIEnmre 

1969, February and May 1970, and October 1971. /Qfifinfiéhfif ' 

took place in 1954. The Prinary se of these actiqitie" was to igen '

_ cmxnu5a55-en—Au9uee—é954e—~EgEEgQepese—eé-the~eers%—aaé~eeae§§fi£¥ 
for couterintelligence purposes individuals in active correspondence with 
%!a'_ia' ééi ia i'aaa.g£.Ci.. Jfi é;';;-1§Iia~1- in ae%a';;e sea-3§es?sfiéeHse ' 

"“'“’““,, i,,;,,_°°,,““,_ §Ii,’°he,,Hs*~“~ gt-CS. 1; We;-19 yeeg ee were eeeieeee 
to*shed light on the nature and extent of foreign.governents‘ censorship techniques 
pQrp0s0sv-the-results_being_shared with the EBJ.clThelQtheL& 
amitn gbaaleads1I>peraxs Cfinehgxandlmemicmfl whovxxdd.be;huzmesug1in 

3 
. 

3 
. 

I 

.1‘ p .3 . 

I] l 3 _ v E _ 

cooperating with CIA in foreign intelligence operations. In addition tn the above,- 
_eensership-teeheiqaes--Qhe-August L95Jecase~was-to try ts- 
lnternational nail passing through an American port was opened for aibrief time in Leare—the—éeeeége—eeeeaees@o£~a-number 0i Americans of cnunter—'" 
Au t 1967. I re t th ha be mail ‘ ' ‘

- _9uS 
. 

_pea ere s en1r> opanngguithiscnunuqrEg(1A 
since Febnxuy"l973- A 

' 

_;
1 

n 2]. 
' 

I 1’ o
_ 

The activities discussed above were reported as a result 

of the Director's 9 May 1973 notice and were reported to the 

Chairmen of the Senate and House Armed Services Committees—- = 

the Congressional bodies responsible for oversight of CIA—4 

in May 1973. 1

. 
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Annex B . 

Z7 January Statement 

Page 7, first full paragraph; Delete second sentence 
beginning "Several times each year ..." and substitute 
the fo1lowing:. - 

Several times each year, in cooperation with the 
Metropolitan Police Department, a "student" from the 
Agency is arrested by an Office of Security employee 
in the presence of a high—ranking Metropolitan Police 
official. The student is charged with a serious crime; 
escorted from the scene of his arrest in a police 
vehicle; interrogated for several hours at Police Head~ 
quarters; and generally made to feel uncomfortable, 

Page 9, Lines 2—7. Delete the sentence beginning 
"With my approval...." through to the end of the. 
paragraph. Substitute the following: -

_ 

With my approval, two exceptions were made in 
connection with attempts to enhance the intelligibility 
of the White House tapes. In one instance, the equip- 
ment and a technician to act as a technical adviser in 
setting it up were loaned to the National Security 
Agency. In the other instance, our equipment (but not 
our personnel) were loaned to Judge Sirica at his request 

' n Page 21. To the first full paragraph, beginning From 
December l97l....", add the following sentence: _ 

Some booking slips on\calls between the U.S.-and 
the Soviet Union were received from February 1972 until 
May 1973, but none thereafter.

\ 

.§§:QfT * -W ~u- *~1_ a 
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_. 

conditions, accidents, and safety recommendations relating 

to the Headquarters compound. Fairfax County Police and 

the United States Park Police have concurrent jurisdiction 
over the roadways adjacent to the Agency grounds and are 

. . 
A’ ' 

periodically called upon for support and assistance, for 

example, to investigate accidents which occur at the com- 
, 

=- 

_pound. ‘ 
‘ b" 

Finally, the Office of Security presently receives 
assistance from the Washington Metropolitan Police Depart— 

ment with respect to an Agency training exercise which 
prepares our operational officers for overseas assignments 

- Several tims each.year, in cooperation with the Metro— 
in denied aI€&S.4/SQ¥8éQ4p4QQHH¥4%¥§¥fi$9&§T~&%—§Q9—§QqBGGt

_ 

politan Police Department, a "student" fro the Agency is arrested by an Office 0f-the*offTcePUf"Securrty7*the*Metroputrtan~?crIce~Bepar ~ 
of Security employee in the presence of a high—ranking Metropolitan Police - 

meaererresesaeaeeef eer~GEA trainees-whe~has*been~previeeely 
official. The student is charged with a serious crine; escorted from the iéeeeéééeé<ee»eeeaah¥ltbe~Lgeaayqmnharqasmhinnwithmseme - 

scene of his arrest in a police vehicle; interrogated for several hours at T 
E 

. . _ 
I 

1. E I] E 1. 1 

Police Headquarters; and generally made to feel uncomfortable. 
. 3- 4. Q I L L. E H‘ 

IEUQFE "3-1;: thg ignesgpge as Ha pgegefz 9-r:-r=a'_'e5a; 3% Pegésg 
_;._: J 

.3. .H_]_.J1-1 
been~charged+_aAd~generally~makes-life-anaeméertable~fer 
him+ The CIA trainee, who does not know his arrest is not 
for real, is eventually told of the ruse and is graded on - 

his performance under pressure. He is emphatically made 
aware he might run into this type of harassment during an 
assignment abroad, and several have in fact been subjected 
to it. 

p 

s 

_

‘ 

_7 
Sec 
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SA?! _

u 

is limited to assistance in speech~processing technignes 
~ W1 ny'agmxwal, 

- only, and not to processing the tapes themselves./'With '1 

twoemcqmjonswwmezmfib fixcommmtflnzwifliatomtts1r>emunme1ie 
myuQQffiOEilyn§fi88§3§6B3MWQ3Q—Q§@Q~§§—6QQ—é§%é§fi€€—4kHP 
intelligibility of the White House tapes. In one instane, the equipment and 
Eewe¥aQéonQé~5ooeQéey—A9cney-én—pe§eeie-eé-éc§cs§a~iniob- 
a technician to act as a technical adviser in setting it up were loaned to the QégeaeeaenéHQeHeaeeewemmewehe~aeque:e~oé~§eége—&érHei 
Nati nal ' 0 Semnutylwmmcy. Intfiecnberinsonme,cnnreqfirnent flnmznottmr 
peramuzl ' ' e )w%ne hxnmd~u>JudqaSirnx1atIns:nxnest.“i s 

a:J_anP.L. ta tn xiihfigs Elan“; .1...-.Fes 
:-

O 

. Voice enhancement equipment is a natural subject for 
CIA research and development. Our collection of foreign 
intelligence abroad includes use of audio surveillance 
devices, and we often profit from an ability to amplify 
and enhance voice sounds resulting from such collection. 

In December 1970, the Director of the Bureau of » 

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) asked the DCI 
for assistance in spotting suspected corruption in his 
organization. He wanted help in recruiting a net of in- 
formants within his organization to work against thesei 

elements. ' 

In Febru ary 1971 the DCI, after discussions with the 
Attorney General, agreed to help. Through a proprietary r 

in the Washington Metropolitan Area, U.S. citizens were . 

recruited, cleared, and trained. They were then employed 
by BNDD/DEA to monitor illegal activities of other emé 
ployees of that agency. In August l973 I directed that~’ 

CIA will nOt take ' ' part in operations to penetrate another 

\\\7£oa\\\\ 
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dissident organizations in the Washington area to gather 
information on efforts by such groups which might endanger 
CIA personnel and facilities. In addition, from December 
1967 to June 1973 the Office of Security, in its field

_ 

offices, collected clippings from campus newspapers, 
radical "underground" publications and other press

r 

sources. Again, the purpose was to identify potential. 
threats to Agency personnel and installations. Over the - 

course of years, our personnel recruiters in the field ', 

had been subjected to some abuse and harassment. Itn'
Y 

should be noted, however, that under this clipping project 
no attempts were made to recruit informants or sources. 
The project was terminated in June 1973. .

i 

From December 1971 through May 1972, the Domestic
P 

Contact Service received from an- 
telephone booking slips for calls between the United States

_ 

and China. These of course identified the maker and re- 
cipient of the call, but not its substance. The purpose 
of this exercise was to develop operational leads for our 
Far East Division. In late March 1972, the operation was , 

Some booking slips on calls between the U.S. and the Soviet 
termi1'1a‘\1ed-/ Union were received from February 1972 until May 1973, but none 

»fl%xeafi£r. . ,_ 
Far East (now East Asia) Division conducts a project ' 

using long—time agents directed against foreign intelligence 

21 

P Se et 
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